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Blue King 

Comfort, sustainability and efficiency combined in one spray gun 

Powerful cleaning with less water 

The Blue King is a superior cleaning gun with many 
special qualities. 

With its compact size and ergonomic handle, it fits 
comfortably in the hand. The velvety soft rubber 
surface adds further comfort.  

The spray pattern of the Blue King is unsurpassed. 
Due to be exactly positioned nozzle tip, there is a very 
equal distribution of water, wherein with the trigger the 
shape of the jet can be changed easily from a wide 
cone to a narrow point. A precise adjustment of spray 
pattern and trigger position is possible with the set 
screw at the rear. With the out folding clip that can be 
done quickly and without any tools. 

The nozzle has the revolutionary flat design from 
AKBO so that dripping is prevented during spraying, 
even with the use of the widest jet. In addition, the 
orifice is dimensioned such that the gun uses at least 
16% less water than a regular cleaning gun. AKMN011-B AKMNP11-B 

Water flow of the Blue King in relation to the pressure relative to regular cleaning guns 
Adjustable spray angle

Technical data 

AKMN011-B AKMNP11-B 

Body material Brass CuZn39Pb3 Brass CuZn39Pb3 

Lever, pusher and trigger guard St.st X5CrNi18-10 (AISI 304) St.st. X5CrNi18-10 (AISI 304) 

Nozzle shaft and spring St.st. X5CrNi17Mo-12-2 (AISI 316) St.st. X5CrNi17Mo-12-2 (AISI 316) 

Rubber protection EPDM EPDM 

Seals EPDM (FDA) EPDM (FDA) 

Inlet connection ½” BSP female ½” BSP female 

Maximum temperature 95 ºC 95 ºC 

Maximum pressure 30 bar 30 bar 

Flow at 4 bar 22,2 l/min 22,2 l/min 

Weight 706 grams 880 grams 

Size 190 x 145 x 50 mm 190 x 145 x 50 mm 

The version with the AKBO logo is shown. Also available with KING-logo or own logo (m.o.q. 100 pieces). 

The use of a ball-bearing swivel on a gun will have a positive effect on operator comfort and hose lifetime. See page "Ball-bearing 
swivel fittings". 
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Characteristics of the BLUE KING 

The revolutionary flat nozzle 
prevents dripping with each spray 
arc. 
It is dimensioned such that the 
sprayer uses at least 16% less water 
relative to regular cleaning guns. 

Double seals in the gun for added security 
and durability. 

Easy and fast adjustment of the nozzle and 
trigger without the need for a tool. 

Clear indication of the 
spray direction. 

Clear indication of maximum 
working pressure and 
temperature. 

Ergonomic designed lever 
with soft feel for the 
fingers. Comfortable grip by ergonomic 

design with velvety rubber 
surface. 

Strong stainless steel trigger guard with 
rubber insulation. 

Article no. 
AKMN011-B (without trigger guard) 
AKMNP11-B (with trigger guard)

The version with the AKBO logo is shown. Also available with KING-logo or own logo (m.o.q. 100 pieces). 
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